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Synopsis
Commissioned by the Environment Agency (EA) and Ofwat, the Drainage Strategy Framework (DSF) provides six guiding
principles for water and sewerage companies to deliver Drainage Strategies. Principle 1 ‘Partnership’, the main focus of
this paper, emphasizes the importance of clear communication, engagement and collaboration with stakeholders.
In December 2015, eight2O (an alliance of consultants (including MWH and Atkins), contractors and Thames Water)
commenced delivery of the Thames Water Drainage Strategy Plans (DSPs), through adoption of the DSF, for 31
catchments across the Thames Water region.
The DSF will facilitate the delivery of customer outcomes that were developed in preparation of the PR14 business plan.
The long-term outcomes for delivery through the framework consist:
•
•
•
•

Asset health management
Properties & public areas protected from sewer flooding
Ensuring river water quality meet customer’s expectations & regulatory requirements
Improvement to service, for which some customers are affected by loss of drainage facilities.

Ongoing stakeholder collaboration is fundamental to each of the 4 key stages outlined by the EA/Ofwat under the
framework. This paper documents the approach and subsequent progress made by eight2O, through the adoption of the
DSF to complete Stage 1 ‘Initialise/Prepare’, namely:
•
•
•
•

How early engagement with Parish/Town Councils, through DSP presentations/meetings, has provided valuable
local knowledge and established regular contact with key residents in respective DSP catchments
The importance of engagement with stakeholders including the EA, District Councils and County Councils/Lead
Local Flood Authorities (LLFA) that have responsibilities under the Flood and Water Management Act linked with
catchment flood risk which have the potential to impact upon Thames Water and their customers
The value in site walkovers with a variety of stakeholders
How the forging of relationships with a multitude of stakeholders has facilitated knowledge transfer, leading to
collaborative efforts and funding towards mutually beneficial goals.

Formalized by the eight2O Benefits Log tool, linked with performance commitments (mapped to high level Outcomes
agreed with Ofwat at PR14) used to measure programme success, this paper provides examples of benefits realised
during Stage 1 under the DSF.
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Drainage Strategy Background and Approach
In December 2015, as illustrated in Figure 1, an MWH and Atkins rainbow team commenced the delivery of 31 Thames
Water (TW) Drainage Strategy Plans (DSPs). The Project Manager for the DSPs is from MWH, the Lead Design Engineer
from Atkins and Technical Lead from MWH. There are five MWH and Atkins leads responsible for liaising with the
Thames Valley region’s Lead Local Flood Authorities (LLFAs): Buckinghamshire; Gloucestershire; Hampshire; Oxfordshire;
West Berkshire; Wiltshire.

31 Drainage Strategy Plans (DSPs)
Drainage Strategy Framework (DSF)
Figure 1 – Thames Water Drainage Strategy Plan Delivery
In response to drainage and flooding issues that occurred during the winters 2012/13 and 2013/14, often perceived to
be caused by groundwater infiltration/inundation, TW initiated DSPs for 31 catchments across their region.
To deliver the 31 DSPs, TW have elected to adopt the Drainage Strategy Framework (DSF), which commissioned by the
Environment Agency (EA) and Ofwat, provides six guiding principles for water and sewerage companies to deliver DSPs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partnership
Uncertainty
Risk Based
Whole life costs and benefits
Live process
Innovative and sustainable

Principle 1 ‘Partnership’, the main focus of this paper, emphasises the importance of clear communication, engagement
and collaboration with stakeholders. It is this stakeholder focus that differentiates DSPs from the perceivably inward
looking Drainage Area Plans (DAPs), which tended to focus on the performance of water company assets and only
considered 3rd party issues when readily apparent. Through stakeholder engagement, the DSPs are seeking knowledge of
issues across the entirety of each respective catchment. TW are at the forefront of UK water and sewerage companies
adopting the DSF.
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The Deliverables
The DSF will facilitate the delivery of customer-focused outcomes that were developed in preparation of the PR14
business plan, based primarily on customer research. The long-term outcomes for delivery include:
•
•
•
•

Asset Health Management.
Ensuring river quality meets customer’s expectations and regulatory requirements.
Properties and public areas protected from sewer flooding.
Improvement to service, for which some customers are affected by loss of drainage facilities - known as
Restricted Toilet Use (RTU).

Distinct to the 2010 – 2015 Asset Management Period (AMP5), questions regarding RTU are now included in the
standard Thames Water Sewer Flooding Questionnaire template and used in the calculation of Annualised Benefit (AB).
This calculation is based on customer research and their willingness to pay towards such issues, and as such attributes a
monetary value to frequency and duration of property flooding and RTU.
Each DSP must also address future challenges that include climate change, urban creep and population growth.
Ongoing stakeholder collaboration is fundamental to each of the 4 key stages illustrated in Figure 2 (provided in the TW
DSP Stage 1 documents), as outlined by the EA and Ofwat under the framework.

Figure 2 - DSF 4 Key Stages Estimated Delivery Timeline

Stage 1 ‘Initialise/prepare’ entails gathering all available information such as asset information, network models,
development impact assessments, prior actions taken and historical survey work.
At Stage 1, stakeholder engagement was key to understanding issues in a catchment.
At Stage 2 ‘Risk Assessment’ it is necessary to quantify the probability and consequence of inadequate drainage in a
catchment, now and in the future, incorporating any catchment growth and the potential effects of climate change.
At Stage 3 ‘Options Appraisal’, where possible, options will be developed to address catchment issues, particularly
flooding and restricted toilet use. A cost / benefit analysis will be undertaken for each option, to guide decision making
for delivery of solutions in Stage 4 ‘Intervention’. As any ‘quick win’ opportunities present themselves through the
course of investigations, these may be implemented ahead of stage 4.
As part of the communication with the public, following consultation with stakeholders and the eight2O DSP team,
Thames Water have published Stage 1 Drainage Strategy documents for all 31 catchments online. At the completion of
Stage 3, at the end of 2017, the eight2O team are responsible for the delivery of updated Drainage Strategy documents
that will be updated online at http://www.thameswater.co.uk/about-us/19624.htm.
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Stakeholder Responsibility and Influence
Regulated by Ofwat, water and sewerage companies have responsibilities, primarily under the 1991 Water Industry Act.
In addition, and pertinent to the DSPs, the 2010 Flood and Water Management Act and 2014 Water Act, sets out
responsibilities for water companies to manage flood risk in partnership with local councils and the EA.
Figures 3 and 4, as provided in each TW Drainage Strategy document, are used to highlight to customers that the causes
of sewer surcharges are numerous, and often impacted upon from third party sources external to TW responsibility.

Figure 3 – Stakeholder Drainage Responsibilities

As a Water and Sewerage Company, TW have a duty to collect, treat and discharge waste water. Within this remit, TW
are responsible for resolving drainage and flooding issues.
County Councils as the Highway Authority have a responsibility for highway flooding, which often has a detrimental
knock-on effect for a sewerage system.
The EA is responsible for main rivers, which can flood, directly impacting upon local residents and/or causing sewer
capacity issues through river flood water ingress and inundation, and subsequent flooding or restricted toilet use.
Under the Flood and Water Management Act, County Councils are the Lead Local Flood Authority responsible for
managing the local flood risk from groundwater and surface water runoff (including land drainage), both of which can
contribute to unplanned inflows to a sewerage network.
Riparian owners are responsible for watercourses adjacent to their land, which when flooded or heavily surcharged can
have an adverse knock-on effect for a nearby sewer system.
Customers can also be educated in playing their part, for example removing roof drainage from a foul only sewer by
using water butts. They also have responsibility for their private drains not transferred to TW ownership post October
2011.
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Figure 4 - Stakeholders with Drainage Responsibilities
Due to the complex interactions between various sources of flood water, working with partners with different
responsibilities is paramount to mutually beneficial resolutions.

Stakeholder Engagement – Approach and Experiences
Principle to DSF guiding Principle 1 ‘Partnership’, Stakeholder Engagement has been embraced by the eight2O DSP team
across the prescribed TW DSP catchments.
To engage with each Drainage Strategy catchment, a drainage strategy meeting was initiated with each respective Town
or Parish Council. To maximise attendance of Parish Councillors and key residents, these meetings would typically take
place between 6:30 and 8:30 in the evening, at a local venue such as a community centre, town hall or church.

Figure 5 – Town/Parish Council Drainage Strategy Meeting Example Venues

The meetings provided an opportunity to explain to the community the drainage strategy process underway for their
catchment and answer any questions that they may have. Equipped with A0 plans of their catchment, councillors’ input
and knowledge of local issues and potential sources of these issues would be sought. The Drainage Strategy meetings
made it possible to establish many local contacts, enabling set-up of 1 to 1 meetings with key residents and to organise
site walkovers with a variety of stakeholders.
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Local action groups where established to provide a further means of stakeholder engagement. Attendance at the
Cotswold Flood Action Group meetings held at the Cotswold District Council Chamber (shown in Figure 6) for example,
has facilitated provision of Drainage Strategy updates for the Cotswold Region on behalf of TW and to respond to
questions from Councillors and the public. Chaired by District Councillors and once a year by the local MP, this action
group was established in 2014, to coordinate the work of organisations responsible for managing flood risk in the area.

Figure 6 – Cotswold District Council Chamber
These group meetings provide an opportunity to quickly learn of catchment issues and actions taken to date by a
number of stakeholders. Importantly, these meetings also provided the opportunity to establish contact with
organisational stakeholders that include:
•
•
•
•
•

Cotswold District Council (CDC)
Gloucestershire County Council (GCC)
Environment Agency (EA)
Parish Councillors for catchments not yet engaged with
Active local groups such as the Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group (FWAG) and the Churn Catchment Flood
Prevention Group (CCFPG)

Through subsequent meetings and numerous site visits, often performed in conjunction with the town and parish
councillors, it has been possible to forge relationships with these stakeholders.
Site walkovers with local residents, example photos shown in Figure 7, have proved invaluable for catchment
familiarisation and learning of catchment wide issues at a more tangible level. Thames Water customers have first-hand
experience and knowledge, having often lived in their catchment for many years. One gentlemen for example had lived
in his village for 84 years, and as a local builder during his working life, could point out locations where he had seen
historical issues with lateral connections crossing a watercourse. Experience has shown that local people are frequently
forthcoming to assist in walkovers, and in doing so playing their part in the development of a catchment drainage
strategy.

Figure 7 – Photos of Site Walkovers with Local Communities and Stakeholders
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In a number of cases it has been possible to meet 1 to 1 with individuals that have either experienced issues themselves
or have been championing action in their local area. These customers have provided much background information,
often followed up by their own records, including scrapbooks of local flood related newspaper articles, photographs and
even their own studies of surmised causes.
Not only do meetings and site walkovers provide a wealth of information, providing focus for future survey work, but
they serve to build relationships on a more personal level - customers often making their appreciation of this interaction
known. Stakeholders continue to helpfully share issues as they arise. Walkovers with groups that include not only
residents and parish councillors, but CDC, GCC and FWAG, have highlighted opportunities for flood mitigation, and
bolstered partnership, adding a sense of working together for all involved.
To record the many stakeholder’s contacts, the DSP team are using the eight2O Stakeholder Engagement Tool, logging
the purpose and benefits of key interactions.

Figure 8 – Eight2O Stakeholder Engagement Tool

Capturing Benefits
The DSP team are using the eight2O Benefits Logger to capture the benefits of ongoing work and how they correspond
with the performance commitments used to measure programme success. Each of the performance commitments are
mapped to the 5 high level Outcomes identified in the 2015-2020 AMP6 Business Plan (shown in Figure 9 and table 1
specifically for wastewater) and they carry their own respective Outcome Delivery Incentive.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Trust, Easy, Care
Providing a Safe and Reliable Water Service
Providing a Safe and Reliable Wastewater
Limiting Environmental Impact
Providing Value for Money

Figure 9 – AMP6 High Level Outcomes Agreed With Ofwat
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Figure 10 – Eight2O Benefits Log
Using the eight2O Benefits Log, an extract of which shown in Figure 10, under Identifier Log 11, a benefit categorised as
‘Customer Relations’ has been logged. The description for this benefits log summarises that following a Fairford
Drainage Strategy meeting, an invite was accepted to present at the Fairford Preservation Trust AGM. This enabled
communication with a far wider audience in the community and established some new and valuable contacts. Feedback
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stated that the presentation was very well received, which is in keeping with the AMP6 emphasis on being customer
focused. This should potentially improve upon the reputational Performance Commitment ‘Customer Satisfaction
Surveys’, therefore providing a corresponding ODI reward, and tying in with the ‘Care’ element of the first high level
Outcome.
The DSPs will also play their part in the delivery of additional measures of programme delivery, which include
Operational Impact of Solution (OIS), whereby for example, reduction of unplanned inflows lowers pump run times and
reduces both the future power costs and also the need for tankering during times of inundation.

Gloucestershire CC Region Logged DSP Benefits Continued
Taking examples from the Gloucestershire regions, further benefits from the ongoing DSP work have been logged as
follows.
Benefit Log 008
Benefit log number 8 documents how a meeting with Gloucestershire County Council has led to shared funding of a
Highway Gully Connectivity Survey in Fairford.
An analysis of flow survey data, extract shown in Figure 11, confirmed the perceived groundwater infiltration problem in
the Fairford catchment. Through observation of the data for FM23, located in the south east of the catchment – just
upstream of Moor Farm PS, it is apparent that flows steadily decrease over the February to May period, correlating with
groundwater levels that steadily fall over this period.

Figure 11 – Fairford Catchment Flow Survey Analysis
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Importantly, this survey demonstrated that what should be a foul only catchment is very responsive to typical rainfall
events. To illustrate this catchment rainfall response to stakeholders including the public, a box next to a number of flow
monitor sites summarises the flow survey findings as follows:
•
•
•

The number in green provides the peak flow rate on a dry day in February.
The number in black provides the peak flow rate on a dry day in May, further demonstrating a reduction in flow
that correlates with reduction in groundwater levels.
The number in blue then provides a peak flow rate following a typical rainfall event in May (4mm depth and
peak intensity of 35mm/hr).

These three sets of results reiterate that what should be a foul-only network, is greatly affected by surface water runoff,
which is potentially from the highways. Subsequently, GCC Highways Department supplied gully location information
and shared in the funding of a targeted Highway Gully Connectivity Survey.
A site visit was carried out at the location near Moor Farm pumping station, illustrated in Figure 12, which exemplifies
the value of stakeholder engagement at a local level. Residents pointed out a string of highway gullies that repeatedly
cause flooding, with what is said to be contaminated water, suggesting highway foul cross connection and confirming
the need for a gully connectivity survey. Only later that day, following heavy rainfall, one of the residents contacted the
team to report further flooding again caused by the same gullies. This issue found its way to the local press. CDC, GCC
Highways Department and Fairford Town Council are therefore very interested in the results of the forthcoming survey.
CDC and GCC have agreed to meet as soon as the survey results are received, in the hope of working together with
eight2O/TW to resolve this ongoing issue which corresponds with eight2O Benefits category ‘Reduced Flood Risk’ and
Performance Commitment ‘Properties Protected from flooding due to rainfall’. In addition, removing any misconnection
to the foul sewer from highway drainage, therefore improving capacity, is in keeping with AMP6 Outcomes; rather than
building new assets, resolving at the source of the problem, and getting the most out of existing assets for the benefit of
the customer.

Figure 12 – Moor Farm, Fairford Flooding Issues
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On a separate site walkover, accompanied by CDC, FWAG pointed out a length of lost land ditch that could be restored
to help alleviate the Moor Farm area of surface water. This example therefore demonstrates how stakeholder
engagement has enabled a potential opportunity for a future collaborative sustainable solution to be highlighted.

Benefit Log 009
Figure 13 illustrates the findings of a site walkover first arranged at a Fairford Town Council Drainage Strategy Meeting.
Accompanied by the Chair of Fairford Community Voice, in the north west of the Fairford catchment, a volunteer for
FWAG showed the land drainage issue that impacts upon the foul sewerage network.
Note that FWAG is a charity that provides independent environmental advice to the farming community. Through their
Cotswold WILD Project (Water with Integrated Local Delivery), they are helping to bring water bodies to good ecological
status. To understand local diffuse water pollution from agriculture, they have walked and mapped land for water flow
paths. Their knowledge of watercourse issues and opportunities, has expedited understanding of flood issues and
remediation opportunities, in a number of catchments. Similar to the Drainage Strategy Framework, FWAG embrace
social capital, understanding that communities can very often help to help themselves. They too are good at engaging
the local community, drawing upon volunteers from many walks of life, helping people with physical and mental issues.
Following heavy rain, significant volumes of water run off the agricultural land, which due to a natural valley, direct all
flows behind a property on West End Gardens.

Figure 13 – Land Runoff Impact on Fairford Foul Sewer

The resident informed of a culvert that runs under his property that does not have the capacity to accommodate the
flows off the field. Water therefore pours through the dry stone wall, flooding his back garden, then runs through his
garage to the front of his property. He pointed out that floodwater finds its way into the foul drain at the rear of his
property and into a drain in his garage. He has made his own makeshift flood defence for his back door, therefore it is
evident how severe the flooding in his back garden can get. With heavy rain forecast later that day, he had pre-empted
the storm by opening his foul manhole cover to relieve his property of potential flooding. He communicated that the
manhole opening was a regular flood mitigation measure, which potentially contributes to flooding and RTU that occurs
in properties a little further downstream in the foul network.
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This example further demonstrates the local knowledge to be realised through stakeholder engagement. Subsequently,
there is the potential to work with other stakeholders to re-direct land runoff at this location. In the first instance, this
has been raised this with the TW stakeholder, the Operations Team, to enable dialogue with the affected resident.

Benefit Log 010
A lift and look survey was commissioned in Cirencester in an effort to pinpoint locations of groundwater infiltration, a
perceived contributor to historical sewer surcharging in the catchment. Supplementary CCTV survey was used for sewer
lines indicative of significant changes in flow. This Lift & Look / CCTV survey approach successfully identified evidence of
groundwater infiltration, most significantly a gusher in a private sewer, a photo of which is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14 – Infiltration Gusher in Private Sewer

To formalise this potential ‘Quick Win’ for infiltration reduction, a ‘Record of Minor Investigations and Solutions’ was
completed and raised to TW Operations, referencing Benefit Log 10.
Although not under their ownership, Thames Water are investigating a number of options including the lining of the
privately owned pipe for the benefit of increased capacity in their own network. The works to be undertaken and funded
by TW Operations, will ultimately add value to the Cirencester DSP. Reduction in infiltration contributes to reduction in
downstream tankering requirements and downstream pump run times. It may also serve to prevent any potential
capital works required to compensate for currently decreased capacity in the network. Therefore, a TOTEX saving.
Communication continues to improve between the eight2O DSP team and TW Operations, as findings are shared,
influencing the future survey work, actions and future recommendations of both parties.
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Benefit Log 012
Large areas of the Cirencester community have been impacted by flooding and restricted toilet use. Most winters,
tankering is required at Hereward Road (see Photo in Figure 15), so that service is maintained to customers in that area.
As a mitigation measure, the noise, disruption and visual intrusion associated with tankering can add to the number of
customer complaints. As an alternative measure, a mobile treatment unit was put in place for trial here last winter, but
due to lower groundwater levels than previous years, the unit was not activated.

Figure 15 – Tankering in Hereward Road, Cirencester
A local resident who has become one of many valuable local contacts, is a great example of someone that has carried
out his own analysis of the sewerage situation. From his experience and records, he correlates issues in the local sewer
with a specific river threshold level.
It is a common perception in Cirencester that reducing the main river water level would prevent or at least mitigate
flooding, both directly from the main river and from overwhelmed sewers susceptible to river water ingress and
inundation.
During a site visit with FWAG, CDC and the CCFPG, FWAG highlighted their proposed project, illustrated in Figure 16,
based upon river attenuation opportunities, during which ideas were shared amongst the stakeholders present. It is
proposed that during storm conditions, flow is diverted to the existing canal, rather than continuing down the main river
through areas susceptible to flooding and RTU.
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Canal

Main River

Figure 16 – River Churn at Cirencester

Running next to the canal is an historic flood meadow, which is proposed for reintroduction as a Flood Storage Area
(FSA). In addition, it is proposed to alleviate the canal further (refer to Figure 17), by restoring a land ditch and weir
arrangement. Once restored, this ditch would provide a flow path to an abandoned lake.

FSA
Canal

Ditch
Figure 17 – River Attenuation Opportunities in Cirencester
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Known as Old Swan Lake, see Figure 18 of photo taken during site visit, this lake would provide further attenuation
storage for the river.

Ditch

Figure 18 – Old Swan Lake, Cirencester

The EA and CDC have put forward values for their contributions, with the local community to be engaged for volunteer
time, during physical on the ground works. Including contributions in kind, this collaborative project has an estimated
value of £400,000.
This project boasts ecological benefits for the community, restoring natural habitats, by maintaining flows through a
watercourse that has become dry for the majority of time during recent years. In addition to the ecological benefits for
the community, an application by FWAG for Thames Water Community Investment Funding (refer to Figure 19 for
Funding Aim) is strengthened by their ability to engage many types of people and volunteer for both physical and mental
benefits.

Figure 19 – Community Investment Funding Application Aim

If approved by the Thames Water Charities Committee, in addition to the benefits to the Cirencester community,
Drainage Strategy outcomes could be delivered by providing a positive operational impact.
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Conclusion
Thames Water have elected to adopt the EA/Ofwat Drainage Strategy Framework to deliver their Drainage Strategy
Plans, for which an eight2O team consisting of MWH and Atkins are responsible.
Stakeholder Engagement & Collaboration is fundamental to the delivery of these DSPs, at both organisational level and
at community level.
Recognising the value in engaging and collaborating with a variety of stakeholders, for all involved, TW continue to
invest in stakeholder engagement. Benefits achieved through stakeholder engagement during the course of Stage 1,
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge share.
Improved customer relations, providing the community with a sense of involvement – from which local
people are willing to provide their own time, and a wealth of knowledge for their catchment.
Shared ideas to resolve flooding issues.
Shared funding of survey investigations.
Shared funding of potential mitigation measures, which by getting the most out of existing assets, is in
keeping the AMP6 focus of Outcomes rather than Outputs.

As the TW DSPs are progressed through the 4-stage DSF, it will be imperative that eight2O build upon the stakeholder
collaboration successes of Stage 1 and the initial phase of stage 2.
The delivery of Stage 1 and 2 of the TW DSPs have served to demonstrate how stakeholder engagement could be
adopted by many other types of project for the mutual benefit of TW and its stakeholders.
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